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Abstract 

With the objective of studying the criteria to optimize nonsmooth functionals, a 
generahzed differential of real functionals is introduced over a Banach space. The main properties 
of this generalized differential are established, along with their relationships to other theories of 
generahzed differentiation, and the necessary and sufficient conditions for local extremum. 

1. Introduction and Preliminary Testing 

Recent interest in problems related to the optimization of nonsmooth 
functions has led to new theories, over the last two decades about the 
generalized differentiation applicable to this type of optimization problems. 
Rockafellar [13] studies the case of convex functions in an open set in R" and 
then introduces the subdifferential (3/?/). In the same way, Clarke [4] 

broadens the class of functions considered by Rockafellar by extending the 
theory of real functions that are locally Lipschitzian in R'̂  and by giving the 
generalized gradient (3 cf) • Later, Clarke himself generalizes his differential to 

functions of R" in R'" [5], and to real functional over a Banach space [6]. 
The development of these theories can be seen in [1],[2],[3],[7],[8],[9] and 
[12]. 

In [10] and [11], a new generalized differential is defined between finite 
dimensional spaces. This differential, different from Clarke's is reduced to the 
differential in the Fréchet sense for differentiable functions. In this work, we 
are extending this definition to include the case of real functionals over a 
Banach space and we are demonstrating that the convex nature of the 
functionals is connected to a monotonous property of the differential which 
allows us to apply extremum conditions. 
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G-differentiability of/at a is equivalent to convexity of next generalized 
directional derivative: 

Summarized below, are some results that we will need later. Supposing 
that/is a real function defined in an interval / c R and ci?(M) the convex hull 
of M. If a, X and x^ are elements of /, and (x„ ) —> a when n -^ ©o we determi
ne that: 

F{a,x) = ;l[f,a,Xn) = Urn F(a,jc„) 
X - a n-^oo 

It is said that/ is stable at a if there exists a reduced neighbourhood V of a and 
a constant A: > 0 such that, | F(a, jc)j <k for all jc G V. (jc„ ) -> a is said to be a 

G-derivability sequence of/at a if l(f,a,Xn) exists and is finite. The set of G-

derivability sequences of/at a is called S{f,a). 

/ is G-derivable at a if all sequence (jc„ ) -> a contains at least one sub

sequence (xk ) G 5( / , a ) . The G-derivative of/at a is: 

dfia) = co{l (/ , a, X, ) : (x, ) e S{f, a)} 

If/is stable at a, then df{a) is a convex compact set. Additionally, the stability 
of / in a is equivalent to the G-derivability. These definitions and the calculus 
rules of G-derivatives can be seen in [10] and [11], as well as the following 
mean value theorem for G-derivatives and the necessary extremum condition. 

If / is stable at each point of [a, b], then there exist c e (a, b) and 

^ G a/(c) such that f{b) - fia) = ^(è - a) . 
If a is a local extremum of/, then 0 G df{a). 

In everything that follows, A is an open set of the E real Banach space, £" is the 
topological dual,/is a real functional defined in A and aeA. If (/„ ) ̂  0 is a 
sequence of real numbers and v G £", v ^ 0 we denote: 

F{a,vj,) = [f(a-^tnv)- f(a)]/ t,; l{f,a,vj,)= Urn F{a,vj,) 
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For each vG£',v?í:Othe real function g^ is defined in the open set 

D = {i G R:a + rv G Aj'to be g^{t)= f(a + tv). 

2. G-Differential of Real Functionals 

/ is stable at a G A if there exists a V neighbourhood of a and a constant 
A: > 0 , such that for all x in V, | / ( jc)- / (a) | < A:||jc - a ||. S(A) denotes the linear 

space of stable real functionals at each point of A. It is clear that i f / is stable at 
a, then gy is stable at t = 0 for each v in E. 

The directional G-derivative of/at a with respect to a vector v is defined 
by: 

a J (a) = co{l{f, a, V, t, ): (t^ ) G 5(g, ,0 )} ; 3 o/(«) = {O} 

Proof of two next propositions are the same as th.2.4 and prop.2.5 [11]. 

Proposition 2.1 If/is stable at a, then for each v we have: 
(i) 3 yf(a) is a non-empty convex compact subset in R . 

(ii) There exists k>0, such that d yf{a) c [-A: ||v|, k ||v | | ] . 

Proposition 2.2 If / is stable at a, then the set-valued function r:jE'=tR 
defined by r(v) = 3v/(a) is an odd prefan in loffe's terminology [8]. (i.e., 

T{v) is a convex compact set, QeT{0) and T{^v)=XT{v) for all À , G R ) . 

If / is stable at a, then the generalized directional derivatives 
d'^f(a,.):E-^K and d~f(a,.):E-^R, are defined by: 

t^O t 

" /(a,v) = «mmf—^̂  ^̂  ^-^ 
i->0 Í 

Proposition 2.3 If/ is stable at a, then: 
i) d^f{a,.): £• ̂  R is positively homogeneous. 

ii) d'^ f(a,v) = -d~ f(a,-v), for each v. 

iii) dJia) = [d-f(a,vU^f(a,v)]. 

Proof. 
i) If X > 0 we have 
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, , , f(a + tXv)-f(a) , f(a + fkv)-f{a) , , , 

t 1^0 Xt r->0 t /-»0 

ii) For each v in E, we have 

. . . . X ,. f(a + tv)-f(a) ,. / ( a + ( - fX-v) ) - / (a ) 
d^f{a, V) = am sup—^̂  ^̂ -̂  = /zm sup ^̂  = 

= /imsup = -/iminf—^ = - a / ( a , -v ) . 

iii) It is clair that 

d^f{a, v) = sup \ Urn \ = supdyf{a) 

d f{a, v) = m/ < km —^ ^̂— > = infa vf{a). 

Definition 2.4 It is said that / is G-differentiable at a, if for each v and each 
led vf{a) there exists a linear continuous selection ^ G £* from the set valued 
function r, such that ^(v)= / . The set of these selections is the G-differential 
of/at a and is denoted by 3/(a). 

From this definition it follows that df{a\v) = dyf{à) and d'^f(a,.) is 

the support function of df(a) (13). 

d^f(a,v) = supUv):^edf(a)} 

Proposition 2.5 If / is G-differentiable at a, then df{a) is a convex and 

*-weak compact set in E'. 

Proof. df{a) is convex because 3 vf(a) is for each v in E. We will show that 

df(a) is bounded. If ^ e df(a) then 

||̂ || = sup|^(v)|<sup|nv)l<fc 
lv|=l |vl=l 
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Suppose £•* with the *-weak topology and let i,edf(a) . For each v in E, there 

exists a sequence (^„)c3/ (a) such that lim ^„(v) = ̂ (v). Because ^„ ^df{a) 

for each /z G N , we deduce that ^„ (V)G 3 yf{a) and since 3 v/(^) is closed, we 

find ^(v) G 3 yf(a) for each v in £" and therefore ^ G df(a). 

Lemma 2.6 L e t / be stable at a and ^ G £ ' . If Ç(v)<J^/(a,v) then 

d-fia,v)<i,{v)<d^fia,vl and ^(v)Gr(v). 

Proof. Because d^f{a,v) = -'d~f(a,-v), we have 

-^(v) = h,(-v)<d-fia,-v) = -d-fia,v) 

then ^(v) > d-f(a, v) and from 2.3 (iii) it follows that ^(v)G T(V) . 

Theorem 2.7 Let / be stable at a, then the following propositions are 

equivalent: 
(i) r is a set-valued fan. 
(ii) / i s G-differentiable at a, 
(iii) d'^f(a,.) is a convex functional. 
Proof: The proof of (i) <=> (ii) is analogous to that of theorem 2.9 [11]. 
(ii) =» (iii). Because v -> d^f{a, v) is the supremum of linear functionals. 

(iii) => (ii). Since/is a stable functional at a, we have duf{ci)^^ for all u in 

E. Let u in E, ledufici) and a be the linear functional of 
L = {v = Xu:XeK}in R such that a{u) = l. For all veL from 2.2 it follows 

that: 
a(v) = a(?lM) = ?la(w)GA3„/(a) = 3x„/(a) = 3v/(âj) 

and consequently a(v)<d'^f(a, v) for all veL. 

Because d^f{a,.) is a convex and positively homogeneous functional, there 

exists a linear functional ^: £ -> R such that: 

^(v) = a(v), V V G L anrf Ç(w)<J^/(a,H/) V W G ^ . 

From 2.6 we have ^(w)Gr(vv) for all w in E and being ^ continuous (prop. 

2.1 ii) fis G-differentiable in a. 
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Corollary 2.8. If / i s G-differentiable at a, then 

df(a) = d,d-fia,0) 

Proof. From 2.7 we know that d'^f(a,.) is a convex functional, then there 

exists d Rd^ f{afi). Let ^ be an element in 3 j^d^ f{afi), we have: 

d^f{a, v)>d-'f(a,0)-¥^(v - O), Vv G £. 

Because d^f(a,0) = 0 we have ^(v)<<i"^/(a, v) for all v in E, and 

consequently Ç e df(a). 

Proof of the other inclusion is analogous. 
It is easy to prove that if/is a G-differentiable functional at a, then: 

dÇkfXa) = Xdf(a) 

where X G R . If / g are G-differentiable at a, then 

d{f + g)(a)czdf{a) + dg(a) 

In the following theorem, the relationship with other differential defini
tions is studied. 

Theorem 23 

(i) df(a) = {^} iff is Gâteaux differentiable at a. 

(ii) If/is convex in A, then df{a) = d Rf{a) for each a in A. 

(iii) If/is locally Lipschitzian in A, then df(a)c:d cf{^) for ^^ch a in A. 
Proof: (i) is a direct consequence of definition 2.4. 
(iii) is deduced by taking into account that 

¿-^/(a, v) < Urn sup [f{a -¥h-¥Xv)- f(a -¥h)]/X 

for each a in A and all v in E. 
(ii) If Í, ,Í2 e D,a > 0, p > 0,a + p = 1 , then 

g,(ai, +pi2) = /[iï + (ai, +Pí2)v]=/[a(a + íiv)+p(a + Í2v)]< 

<a/(fl + r,v)+p/(a + Í2v) = ag,(í,)+Pgv(í2) 
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which means that for each v in E, g.^ is a convex function and therefore 

9v/(«) = 9gv(0) = [/:(a;v),/;(a;v)] 

where fl,fi are the one-sided derivatives (see [13]). From lemma 2.6 we 

deduce that ^ edf(a) if and only if ^(v)</+(a;v) for each v in £ and conse

quently df(a) = diif(a). 

Proceeding exactly as in the proof of theorem 2.10 [11], we obtain: 

Theorem 2.10 If f es G-differentiable at A and [a,a-\-h]c:A, then there exist 

e G (0,1) and ^ G df{a -h dh), such that 

/ ( a + / i ) - / ( a ) = ^(/i). 

3. Extremum Conditions 

Throughout this section, we assume that / is G-differentiable at each 
point of A. 

Theorem 3.1 If a is a local extremum of f, then 0 G df{a). 

Proof. As/has a local extremum in a, for each v, g^ has a local extremum in 0; 

it follows that Oedgy{0) = dyf(a) for each v. We have 0(v)=0G3^/(a) and 

consequently Oedf{a). 

The following definition tranfers the concept of monotony to the case of 
set-valued functions. 

Definition 3.2 It is said that the set-valued function M:A^E^ is non 
decreasing (non increasing) monotonous in A, if for all x, y in A, 
^ G M(jc),Ti G M (y) the following is verified 

{^-nXx~y)>0 [(^-TiX^-3;)<0]. 

Theorem 3.3 Let A be an open convex set, and/be G-differentiable in A. The 
set-valued function 3/: A =t £* is non decreasing (non increasing) monotonous 
in A if, and only if,/is a convex (concave) functional in A. 
Proof. If / i s a convex functional in A, then df(x) = djif(x) and for fixed x, y 
in A we have (see [13]) 
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^edfix) iff f{y)>fix) + ^{y-x) 

r\^^fiy) iff f(x)>fiy)+^{x-y) 

for all Ç e ^f(x),^ e df{y) it follows that 

^{x-y)>f{x)-f{y)>^{x-y)•,{^-^X^-y)^0 

and 3 / is non-decreasing monotonous in A. 

Conversely, suppose df is non-decreasing monotonous in A. f is a convex 

functional in A if, and only if, 

f[a + Xib-a)]<f(a)+X[fib)-fia)] (1) 

for all a, bin A and X e [0,1]. (1) is equivalent to 

{l-Xlf(x)-fia)]<X[f{b)-fix)] (2) 

where x = a-\-X{b-a). From 2.10, there exist c in (a,x) and i,edf{c) such 

that / ( x ) - / ( a ) = ^(jc-<2) and there exist d in (jc,è) and r\Gdf(d), so that 

/ ( ^ ) ~ f{^) = r\ib- x) which (2) is equivalent to 

(l - X%{x -a)<Xn(b- x) (3) 

and since (l - X\x -a) = X(b - jc) = X(l - X\b - a) , (3) is equivalent to 

^{b-a)<^{b-a) 

It is clear that d-c = a{b-a) for some 0 < a < 1 ; since / is non-decreasing 

monotonous in A, (^ - r|)(c - ¿) > 0 must be true and therefore 

(^-TlXa-¿) = ^ (^ - i lXc -á )>0 

from where ^(è - a)<r\{b - a) and consequently/is a convex functional in A. 
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The proof for a concave functional is analogous since-/ is convex and 
d{-f)(x) = -df{x). 

Corollary 3.4 Let / be G-differentiable in A and 0 G df{a). If 3 > 0 exists 

such that 3 / is non-decreasing (non-increasing) monotonous in S(a,ô)<Zi4, 

then/ reaches a local minimum (maximum) in a. 
The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
Finally, here are two examples. The first shows a function with G-

derivative for which the Clarke's derivative does not exist, and the second 
shows the application of extremum conditions to a simple case. 

Example 3.5 

Suppose f{x)=xsin{\/x) if xe (-1,1) and x^O;f{0) = 0, f is stable in 

(-1,1) and therefore G-derivable. Nevertheless, it is not locally Lipschitzian. 

3/(0) = [-1,1] while there is not derivative in the Clarke's sense at 0. 

Example 3.6 Suppose that / :R^ ^ R is defined by f{x,y) = y,ify>0 and 

f{x,y) = -y if y<O.Ltt V = ( V , , V 2 ) G R ^ v?í:0,then 

3^/(jc,0)= [-| V2|,|v2|] and a/(x,0) = (o,[-U]) for each xeK. 

As in the remaining points,/ is Fréchet differentiable, we find: 

df{x,y) = (0,1) if y>0 

df{x,y) = {0,[-U]) if y = 0 

df{x,y) = {0-l) ify<0 

Later the points that verify the necessary extremum condition are those in 
(x,0). On the other hand, given (jcj, yj ), (x2, >2 ) ̂  R ^ the following is found: 

<df{xi,yi)-df{x2,y2),{xi,yi)-{x2,y2)> = 

0 if yiyi >0 or y^=y2=0 

2\yi -yil if y i j2<0 

|[0,2]j2| if yi=0, y2^0 

|[0,2]j,| if y,^0, j 2 = 0 
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Then df is non-decreasing monotonous in R^ and from theorem 3.3 and 

corollary 3.4 we conclude that each point (jc,0)is a local minimum of/. 
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